Chavruta Collection
A celebration of learning together
Chavruta Collection is an opportunity to celebrate the success of the Chavruta Project in Limmud’s 25th year. By taking just four sections from the many books, we hope we are representing the excitement of chavruta learning.

Here’s a recap of all the previous Chavruta projects, year by year, from 1997 to 2004. Our grateful thanks go to Uri Berkowitz of Design Matters for the beautiful artwork and covers that have made the books so memorable and enhanced our learning experience.

Limmudim (2004), edited by Lindsey Taylor-Guthartz and Deborah Silver


Avodah (2003), edited by Gila Sacks and Paul Turner


Guf (2002), edited by Claire Mandel


K’dushah (2001), edited by Chani Smith

‘You shall be holy’, prepared by Elishева and Grant Harris and Andrew Levy. Kiddush Hashem, sanctifying God’s name, by Gidon and Karina Koch. Holy time, holy place, by Margaret Jacobi and Jacqueline Nicholls. Kodesh v’chol, holy and not holy, by Gila Sacks and Deborah Silver.

Ahava (2000), edited by Julian Gilbey


Zachor (1999), edited by Daniel Oppenheimer


Lashon (1998), edited by Raphael Zarum


What do children owe their parents?, What do parents owe their children?, Who wants to be a parent?, Dedication to education, and Relating to the aged, all prepared by Jonnie Cohen, Paul Glantz, Sybil Sheridan and Deborah Myers-Weinstein.

Tzedaka (1996), edited by Jonnie Cohen

Who should receive tzedaka?, The relationship between the giver and the receiver, How much to give, and The ultimate purpose of tzedaka, all prepared by Sybil Sheridan, Paul Glantz, Jeremy Wanderer, Jamie Salter, Paul Dinkin and Raphael Zarum.

A few individuals have given invaluable help, time and again over the last eight years. Amongst others, the Chavruta Project is indebted to Uri Berkowitz, Julian Gilbey, Norm Guthartz, Raphael Loewe, Claire Mandel, Steve Miller, Jacqueline Nicholls, Annabel Ries, Leo Samuel, Jeremy Schonfield, Chani Smith, Lindsey Taylor-Guthartz and Raphael Zarum.